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PNEUMATOLOGICAL RESEARCH ACCORDING TO THE THIRD 

HOMILY OF DE ORATIONE DOMINICA OF GREGORY OF NYSSA 

1. The text of the III homily on the Holy Spirit 

In the third homily of the Commentary on Our Father of Gregory of Nyssa's 
well-known exegetic-homiletic work briefly presents the teaching on the 
Holy Spirit. In particular, the question is discussed in the context of the 
second request, where St. Gregory explains the meaning of the Lord‟s 
Kingdom (basile…a). 

Interest attaches to the logical ¢kolouq…afollowed by Gregory‟s 

discourse in part two of the third homily. This discourse is basically of 
polemic nature, being directed against the Pneumatomachoi, who deny the 
divinity of the Holy Spirit. 

The first argument, invoked by Gregory in this polemic, is Thy 
Kingdom Come”1 of the second request, as quoted from the Gospel 
according to Luke  

Elqštw tÕpneàma sou tὸ ¥gion ™f ¹m©j ka• kaqaris£tw ¹m©j.
2 

Identifying the Holy Spirit with the Lord‟s Kingdom, Gregory points out 
that whom Luke calls the Holy Spirit is referred to as ”Kingdom” by 
Matthew (Ðper g¦r Louk©j mὲn pneàma ¤gion lšgei, Matqa‹oj dὲ basi-

le…an çnÒmase).
3

Gregory of Nyssa is the only Church Father to quote this version of the 
Gospel according to Luke.4 He draws a significant conclusion from this 

                                                 
1  Matth. 6.10 
2  De oratione dominica 39, 18-19, ed. J .F. Callahan: Gregorii Nysseni opera; VII/II, 

Leiden 1992; cf. Luk. 11.2. 
3  De oratione dominica, 39,21 ff. 
4  See Walther G., Geschichte der griechischen Vaterunser-Exegese, Leipzig 1914, 37. 

http://copac.ac.uk/wzgw?id=3078019&field=series&terms=Gregorii+Nysseni+opera
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text of Luke against the Pneumatomachoi: Kingdom and deliverance from debts 
– both are features attesting to divine nature, which cannot be 
characteristic of created and humiliated nature. In Gregory‟s words, the 
Holy Spirit is divine power and kingdom; it governs, not being governed 
by another: (¢ll¦ m»n basile…a tÕ pneàma tÕ ¤gion· e„ dὲ basile…a ™st• 

basileÚei p£ntwj, oÙ basile…tai.)
5 On the other hand, purifying from sins 

is divine action; therefore, the unity of power and activity (dÚnamij ka• 

™nšrgeia) is proof of one nature. On the basis of the Gospel according to 

Luke6 and Paul‟s letter7, Gregory concludes that the second and third 
hypostases of the Trinity have the same activity: forgiving sins and 
deliverance from evil.8 The coming together of power and action proves 
the unity of nature (fÚsij) of the Son and the Holy Spirit. Gregory has 

recourse to arithmetical logic: if the nature of the Father and the Son is the 
same, and that of the Son and the Holy Spirit is also single, therefore the 
nature of Trinity is single. If two is identical with the third, they cannot 
differ from one another. From arguing the consubstantiality of the Trinity, 
Gregory passes on to a brief discussion of the distinctive properties of the 
divine persons. The property of the Father is "to be ungenerated" 

(¢gšnnhtoj)
9, the property of the Son is "only-begotten" (monogen»j)

10, and 

of the Holy Spirit" to be proceeded" (™kporeÚetai)
11. These features are 

characteristic only of each of them; therefore, the one nature should also 
be preserved and the hypostatic properties should not be confused with 

one another.12 

Those words are presented in the third homily of Gregory of Nyssa 
that have given rise to a heated discussion among theologians, lasting 
from the 13th century to the present day. This phrase reads as follows: tÕ 

dὲ ¤gion pneàma ka• ™k toà patrÕj lšgetai ka• [™k] toà uƒoà εἶnai 

prosmarture‹tai (Callahan, 43,1-2).  

                                                 
5  De Or. 41,4-6. 
6  Luk. 11.2 
7  Hebr. I,3 
8  De Or. 41,1-3. 
 All¦ m¾n tÕ aÙtÕ toàto ka• tù monogene‹ prosmarture‹ Ð ¢pÒstoloj· 

 KaqarismÒn, fhsί, tîn ¡maρtiîn poihs£menoj ™k£qisen ™n dexi´ tÁj megalwsÚnhj 

toà patrÕj. 
9  De Or. 42,22  
10  De Or. 42,26 
11  De Or. 42,17: tÕ pneàma ™k toà qeoà ka• par¦ toà patrÕj ™kporeÚtai.  
12  De Or. 42,25: ¢n ka• tÕ koinÕn filacqe…h ka• tÕ „dion mὴ sÙgcuqe…h. 
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Some western scholars find in these words the idea of filioque, which 
will be discussed in more detail below. Here let us focus our attention on 
the context in which Gregory mentions this phrase. As noted above, 
Gregory speaks of the distinctive properties of the divine persons, and it is 
obvious that he assigns great significance to the demonstration of their 
difference. He asserts: Each property assigned to a divine person cannot 
be transferred to another. The common nature is preserved, on the one 
hand, and it is impermissible to confuse hypostatic properties, on the 
other. 

The hypostatic property of the Son is defined as "only-begotten of the 

Father" (Ð g¦r monogen¾j uƒÕj ™k toà patrÕj)
13, which is attested by the 

Scripture.14 The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and is of the Son as 

well. By quoting the letter to the Romans15 Gregory notes that the Holy 
Spirit is of Christ, and not vice versa: it cannot be said that Christ is from 
the Spirit. Both this passage and the discourse preceding the moot phrase 
show clearly that Gregory considers the Father as the origin of the 
procession of the Holy Spirit: oÙkoàn tÕ mὲn pneàma tÕ ™k toà qeoà Ôn ka• 

Cristoà ™sti pneàma.
16 A little above, the same view of procession from 

the Father is clearly given: ka• tÕ pneàma ™k toà qeoà ka• par¦ toà 

patrÕj ™kporeÚetai.
17 Thus, the phrase in question should be interpreted 

precisely in this context. 
Following the discussion of the single nature of the Trinity and the 

hypostatic properties of the persons, Gregory reverts to the polemic with 
the Pneumatomachoi. 

The opponents of the Holy Spirit perceived a humiliating of the 
honour of the Holy Spirit in the word “come” (“thy Kingdom come”). In 
response to the assertion that this may be a predicate of divine nature, 
Gregory quotes David‟s appeal to God, in which he begs: “come and save 

us.”18 Gregory asks the question: If this appeal of David is not diminutive 
for God the Father, why should it be disparaging for the Holy Spirit?  

Towards the end of his discourse Gregory returns to the question of 
the forgiving of one‟s debts. Mark‟s 2, 7: t…j dÚnatai ¢fišnai ¡mart…aj e„ 

m¾ eŒj Ð qeÒj is for him evidence of the entire action of the Trinity.  

                                                 
13  De Or. , 42,36 
14  I Joh., 4,9 
15  Rom., 8,9: e„ dš tij pneàma Cristoà oÙk ™cei, átoj oÙk ™stin aÙtoà. 
16  De Or., 43, 3-5  
17  De Or., 42, 16-17 
18  De Or., 43, 20 ; cf. 79, 3. 
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2. Gregory’s Text and the Theological Problem of Filioque 

Now let us touch in more detail on which phrase the majority of western 

theologians perceive the teaching of filioque.19 In their view, Gregory went 

further in his pneumatological quests than did the other Cappadocian Fathers, 
for he dwelt more precisely on the inner Trinitarian interrelations. As they 
assert, we do not find the idea of filioque in formulated form in Gregory of 

Nyssa, but his statement ™k toà uƒoà comes very close to this idea.20  

The above-quoted phrase of the 3rd homily, found in the manuscript 
tradition of Gregory‟s Commentary on Our Father, acquired special 
significance in the 13th century in the heated theological debate around 
filioque. According to the historical sources, a certain Michael Escama-

tismenos21 (13th) scraped ™k out of Gregory‟s text with a knife.22 This fact 

was acknowledged by Greeks who sided with Latins, which was 
ultimately confirmed officially by the Synod of 1280. The Western scholars 
today too advocate the view that ™k initiallydid exist in Gregory‟s 

original text. 
The well-known scholar of Gregory of Nyssa Werner Jaeger devoted a 

special study to this issue. He is interested in researching what actually 
belongs to St. Gregory, thus showing less interest in dogmatic contro-

versies.23 Jaeger argues that ™k toà uƒoà is a later interpolation into Gre-

gory‟s text in support of the idea of filioque, and that it did not exist in the 

original text.24 In his view, this was a dogmatic interpolation, based on 
political causes of the church. Originally, ™k was added in the manuscript by 

the opponents of Photius in the 9th century, and it was this interpolation that 

the above-mentioned Escamatismenos scraped out with a knife.25 The 

publisher of Gregory‟s critical text Johann Callahan introduced significant 
corrections into Jaeger‟s conception. According to his study the preposition 
™k is attested back in the 5th-6th c manuscripts, including in Syriac transla-

                                                 
19  See Th. Alexopoulos, Der Ausgang des thearchischen Geistes, Göttingen 2009, 63; A. 

Mai, Scriptorum veterum nova colletio 7, Rom 1833, 6-7; Holl K., Amphilochius von 
Ikonium, Tübingen/Leipzig 1904, 217; Courth F., Trinität in der Schrift und Patristik, 
in: Handbuch der Dogmengeschichte II/1a, Freiburg 1988, 182.  

20  See Courth F., 182-183. 
21  See Alexopoulos Th., Der Ausgang des thearchischen Geistes, Eine Untersuchung der 

Filioque-Frage anhand Photios „Mystagogie‟, Konstantin Melitiniotes „Zwei Antirrhe-
tici‟ und Augustins „De Trinitate‟, Göttingen 2009, 63, Note 271. 

22  Alexopoulos Th., 63. 
23  ibid., 142; also Callahan J., Gregorii Nysseni Opera, GNO VII/II, Leiden 1992. 
24  Jaeger W., Gregor von Nyssas Lehre vom Hl. Geist, Leiden 1966, 139. 
25  ibid., 137. 
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tions as well. Callahan believes that the confusion took place very early – 

back in the 5th century,26 and that it must have been the scribe‟s interpola-
tion, who inserted ™k either by mistake or deliberately. Proceeding from this 

point of view, Callahan placed the ™k in the critical text established by him 

in brackets.27  

In connection with the procession of the Holy Spirit with Gregory we in 
general find the following statement: ™k toà patrÕj di¦ toà uƒoà ™kporeÚetai. 

And this was the generally accepted formula with Holy Fathers, pointing to the 
procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father through the Son. Later the West 
interpreted di¦ as ex patre filioque. Jaeger accounts for the fact that the Council 
of Constantinople did not enter di¦ toà uƒoà in the Creed by their desire to avert 
wrong interpretation of di¦ toàuƒoà that could represent the Holy Spirit as 

created (kt…sma) by Christ.28 Because of the complex dogmatic question 
connected with ™kand di¦, the Greek scholar Savvatos considers it necessary 

to make a thorough study of these two prepositions with Gregory of Nyssa, in 
particular the passages that contain discourse about the Holy Spirit. This, in his 

view, would greatly facilitate the solution of the problem.29  

In parallel to the third homily of the commentary of the Lord‟s Prayer, 
there are several passages in Gregory‟s works that were frequently quoted 
by the champions of filioque in the Middle Ages.30 One of them is 

Gregory‟s work Qeognws…a
31
.Along with others, this work is cited by a 

13th century Greek churchman of Latin orientation, Konstantin Melitinio-
tes. The passage quoted by the latter from Qeognws…a to prove Gregory‟s 

filioque teaching, reads thus:  
toàd ›neka g¦r ka• Pneàma stÒmatoj ¢ll oÙc•lÒgon stÒmatoj e‡re-

ken Ð Dau…d, †na t¾n ™kporeutik¾n „diÒthta tù PneÚmati mÒnῳ prosoà-

san pistèshtai.
32  

                                                 
26  Callahan J., GNO VII/II, XIV  
27  Ibid., XIII 
28  Jaeger W., 153. 
29  Savvatos Chr., Anaforὲj katὰ tÕn IG a„wna stÕ Buz£ntio gi¦ ¢lloièseij ™rgwn ka• 

cwr…wn toà ¡g…ou Grhgor…ou NÚsshj in: QEOLOGIA, 66, 1995, 118.  
30  This question is studied by Th. Alexopoulos in his monograph, whose findings are 

doubtless noteworthy. See Th. Alexopoulos, Der Ausgang des thearchischen Geistes, 
Eine Untersuchung der Filioque-Frage anhand Photios „Mystagogie“, Konstantin 
Melitiniotes „Zwei Antirrhetici“ und Augustins „De Trinitate“, Göttingen 2009. 

31  ibid. 65. 
32  Cf. Ps. 32,6; Alexopoulos 65, cf. Konstantinos Melitiniotis, LÒgoi 'Antirrhtiko… 

dÚo(Antirr. II), ed. M. Orphanos, Athens 1986, 263, 12-16; also Blemmydes N., Logos 
B 13 (PG 142, 580B). 
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"that is why David spoke of the soul of the mouth rather than the word of 
the mouth to prove that the property of procession is ascribed only to the 
soul." 

Konstantin charges the antifilioque champions Antiflioquisten with 
distorting the text deliberately by replacing tù PneÚmatiwith the word 

tù Patr…. By this they wished the procession of the Holy Spirit to be the 

prerogative of the Father alone and to show that the Son does not 
participate, along with the Father, in the procession of the Holy 
Spirit.33Notably enough, controversy around this passage continued to 

the 14th century. Gregory Palamas too dwelt on this passage, explaining 
that the Holy Spirit proceeds only from the Father and that this property 
does not extend from the Father to the Son.34 Konstantin Melitionites 

considers another passage in the text of Gregory of Nyssa to be an 
antifilioque interpolation. He refers to the following sentence from Contra 
Eunomium: ka… ™n tù t¾n a„t…an tÁj Øp£rxewj ™k toà qeoà tîn Ólwn 

œcein.
35  

We should concur with Alexopoulos on that even this sentence is an 
antifilioque interpolation; this fact by no means reveals anything in favour 
of the pro-filioque circles. A little above this section, Gregory speaks of the 
hypostatic properties of the persons of the Trinity and their difference: 

                                                 
33  Ibid., 65; cf. Antirr. II 264, 2-6.  
34  Ibid., 66; cf. Gregorius Palamas, LÒgoj ¢podeiktikÒjA, I, 19, in: Grhgor…ou toà 

Palam©, Suggr£mmata 1-5, Ed. P. Chrestou/Bobrinsky, Thessalonike 1988, 78-153. 
35  The complete text containing this sentence is the following: [tÕ pneàma] tù patr• 

kat¦ tÕ ¥ktiston sunaptÒmenon, p£lin ¢p' aÙtoà tù m¾ pat¾r eŒnai kaq£per 

™ke‹noj, diacwr…zetai. tÁj dὲ prÕj tÕn uƒÕn kat¦ tÕ ¥ktison sunafe…aj [ka• ™n tù 

t¾n a„t…an tÁj Øp£rxewj ™k toà Qeoà tîn élwn œcein] ¢f…statai p£lin tù „di£zonti, 

™n tù m»te monogenîj ™k toà PatrÕj ØpostÁnai, ka• ™n tù di aÙtoà toà uƒoà 

pefhnšnai. P£lin dὲtÁj kt…sewj di¦ toà monogenoàj Øpost£shj, æj ¥n m¾ 

koinÒtht£ tina prÕj taÚthn œcein nomisqÍ tÕ pneàma ™k toà di¦ toà uƒoà pefhnšnai, 

™n tù ¢tršptῳ ka• ¢nalloiètῳ diakr…netai tÕ pneàma ¢pÕ tÁj kt„sewj. CE I (GNO I 
108,14-109,5; cf. Th. Alexopoulos, 68).  

 [The Holy Spirit is connected with the Father by being uncreated, while it differs from 
it by not being the Father as He is. As to its link with the Son, is that it is uncreated 
and that it enjoys the ground to exist from God; it stands out by the property that it 
originated from the Father not as an only-begotten and by it becoming manifest 
through the Son. Inasmuch as the created through the only begotten exists (so that no 
one will come to think that the Spirit has anything to do with it, for the Spirit becomes 
manifest through the Son) the Spirit differs from the created by being constant and 
unalterable]. 
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each person has his feature with which it differs from the other.36 The 

above mentioned passage coincides by its content and discussion with that 
of the third homily of the Lord‟s Prayer. There too, as we have seen, 
Gregory names the "only-begotten" as the hypostatic property of the Son. 
In this section, too, the decisive sentence is: ™n tù m»te monogenîj ™k toà 

PatrÕj ØpostÁnai [originates from the Father not only as the only-

begotten], points to the Father as the origin of the Spirit. As to the next 
sentence [tÕ pneàma] di¦ toà uƒoà pefhnšnai [The Spirit is manifested by 

the Son], which would seem to sound like filioque, here talk is about the 
divine dispensation, that is the manifestation of the Trinity in the created 
world, rather than intra-Trinitarian interrelationship. 

In this context I would like to quote the view of the well-known Greek 
theologian Georgios Mantzaridis37 in connection with filioque. He 

considers the confusion of questions of theological and oeconomic order 
as the source of the idea of filioque: "when theology is discussed within 
the framework of oeconomy". In this case a confusion of the power and 
action of the persons of the Holy Trinity with their hypostatic properties 
takes place. It was this that happened with Augustine. He united theology 
and oeconomy, believing that the sending of the Holy Spirit by the Son to 
the created world reflected the intra-Trinitarian relationship of the Trinity 
as well. By this, he identified the activity of the Holy Spirit with its 

procession, which is actually linked to divine essence.38 Thus, a confusion 
occurred of hypostatic and Trinitarian, or more precisely intra-Trinitarian, 
properties (which constitutes a hypostatic relationship of the persons of 
the Trinity) with the extra-Trinitarian relationship, that is the relation of 
the consubstantial trinity with the outer, created world, which happens by 
one action and one power. In the opinion of Mantzaridis, Augustine‟s 
concept that the Son also takes part in the procession of the Holy Spirit 
shows Augustine‟s absolute ignorance of the Trinitarian teaching of the 

fourth-century Fathers, namely the Cappadocians.39  

                                                 
36  `H g¦r ™piqewroumšnh ˜k£stV tîn Øpost£sewn „diÒthj tranîj ka• kaqarîj tÕ 

›teron ¢pÕ toà ˜tšrou diΐsthsin. CE I (GNO I 107, 23-24; cf. Th. Alexopoulos, 69). 
[The property that characterises each hypostasis, differentiates obviously and clearly 
one from the other]. 

37  Georgios Mantzaridis, Die Anfänge und die Voraussetzungen des Filioque in der 
theologsichen Überlieferung des Abendlandes, in: Orthodoxes Forum, Zeitschrift des 
Instituts für Orthodoxe Theologie der Universität München, hrsg.von Prof. Th. 
Nikolau; München 1999, Heft 1, 13. Jahrgang, 31-45. 

38  Ibid., 41. 
39  Ibid., 43. 
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Indeed, Gregory‟s works demonstrate that he definitely differentiates 
the intra-Trinitarian interrelations, which constitute the oÙs…a of the trinity 

and the activity of consubstantial Trinity with respect to the world, that is 
the Divine ™nšrgeia. Some extant historical documents also deny the 

possibility of filioque belonging to Gregory‟s thought. In the first place, 
this is the fact that the 7th world council in 787 conferred the honorary title 
„Father of Fathers‟ on Gregory of Nyssa, the second, the truly impressive 
scale of acceptance of Gregory‟s works in the theological church writings. 

3. Gregory’s Pneumatology and the Constantinopolitan Creed  

The 14th century Byzantine writer Nicephorus Callistos states that Gregory 

of Nyssa expanded the Creed of Nicaea,40 which shows obviously the 

great authority of St. Gregory in the teaching on the Holy Spirit. 
The second world council relied heavily on Gregory‟s pneumatology by 

giving the definitive formulation of the Dogma of the Holy Spirit. Indeed, 
Article Three of the dogma coincides precisely with Gregory‟s 
pneumatological teaching.41 

As noted by Jaeger, Gregory relies on predicates that are important in 
the philosophical argumentation of the divinity of the Holy Spirit.42 It is 

the very same predicates that emerge in the brief article on the Holy Spirit: 
„Lord‟ (kÚrion) and life-giving (zῳopoiÒn) and „proceeding from the 

Father‟ (™k toà patrÕj™kporeuÒmenon). It should be noticed also that the 

„glory‟ (dÒxa) and „worship‟ (proskÚnhsij), emphasized in Gregory‟s 

teaching, which should be expressed with respect to the Holy Spirit, 
sounds similarly in the Constantinopolitan Creed: tîpatr• ka• uƒù 

sumproskunoÚmenon ka• sundoxazÒmenon.43  

Who recognizes the divine and governing nature of the Holy Spirit 
thereby acknowledges its glory (dÒxa), power (dÚnamij) and worship 

(proskÚnhsij). Gregory rejects the subordination (Øpoce…rion, Øp»koon) of 
the Holy Spirit on the Father or the Son as well as its mediatory (™n 

meqor…ῳ) state between God and man.44 Øpoce…rionis an opposing 

                                                 
40  Jaeger W., Gregor von Nyssas Lehre vom Hl. Geist, 70. 
41  Cf. Adversus Macedonianos, De spiritu sancto, GNO III/I. 
42  See Jaeger W., 66 
43  Ibid., 68 
44  Adversus Macedonianos, 102 ff. 
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concept to tÕ kÚrion and kurieàon.45 As to the predicate zῳopoiÒn Gregory 

defines it as „the grace of baptism‟.46 
There is a strong logical link between the predicates found in 

Gregory‟s pneumatological teaching, and the grammatical structure of the 

words of the Creed corresponds to this logical ¢kolouq…a.
47

Finally, I want to note once more that in his third homily Gregory of 
Nyssa makes a brief reference to his pneumatological conception, which he 
discusses more extensively in his other works: this is assertion of the 
divinity of the Holy Spirit according to the one activity and one nature of 
the Trinity, as well as the question of the interrelationship of the 
individual and differentiating properties of the divine persons. It is hard 
to combine this discourse48 with the theological question of filioque and to 

search for the latter as authentic in Gregory‟s thought. Therefore, the 
content of the moot phrase found in the manuscript tradition should be 
assigned to the order of text history. It is not surprising that this textual 
evidence would claim proper attention during the heated dogmatic 
polemic between the churches. Within the Orthodox tradition, however, 
which never abstained from its evaluative attitude49 to Gregory of Nyssa, 

we find a different historical reality: the Orthodox Church is grateful, 
among other things, to Gregory of Nyssa for the formulation of orthodox 
teaching on the Holy Spirit, considering him over the centuries to be an 
unshakable authority on this issue. 

                                                 
45  Adversus Macedonianos, 104 f. 
46  See Jaeger W., 69; Adversus Macedonianos, 105 ff. 
47  See Jaeger W., 69. 
48  See above Callahan, 43, 1-2 cf. 42, 16-17 and 43, 3-5. 
49  I have in mind the stand of the Orthodox Church with regard to Gregory when, ow-

ing to the doctrine of apokatastasis taken over by him from Origen, in 1081 he failed to 
earn – next to Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus – the title of great enlightener.  


